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ABSTRACT

Relying on features such as high-speed, low latency, support for cutting-edge technology, internet of 
things, and multimodality, 5G networks will greatly contribute to the transformation of Web 3.0. In 
order to realize low-latency and high-speed information exchange in 5G communication networks, a 
method based on the allocation of network computing resource in view of edge computing model is 
proposed. The method first considers three computing modes: local device computing, local mobile 
edge computing (MEC) server computing, and adjacent MEC server computing. Then, a multi-scenario 
edge computing model is further constructed for optimizing energy consumption and delay. At the 
same time, the encoding-decoding mode is used to optimize PSO algorithm and combined with the 
improvement of fitness function, which can effectively support the communication network to achieve 
reasonable allocation of resources, ensuring efficiency of information exchange in the network. In 
the end, the results show that when the number of users is 500, the method can complete the task 
assignment within 44s.

KEyWORdS
5G Communication Network, Edge Computing, Fitness Function, Particle Swarm Optimization, Resource 
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1. INTROdUCTION

Growth in mobile and Web traffic in new application requirements have attached requirements with 
higher levels in the service capability of 5th Generation (5G) mobile communication network (Sami, 
et al., 2021; Islambouli, et al., 2020, June; Mansour, et al., 2022). With the rise and development 
of the Metaverse, the emergence of computing- intensive and delay- sensitive applications with big 
amount makes users’ requirements for service quality increase exponentially (Sami., & Mourad.., 
2020; Inan., & Dikenelli., 2021). The final form of the Metaverse must be decentralized, and the 
current network ecology cannot fully meet the needs of Metaverse decentralization. Some people 
believe that the coming Web3.0 era is highly coincident with the network ecology required by the 
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Metaverse. Web3.0 is expanding the data center to the edge (Chen, et al., 2022; Zhang, T. 2022). 
Compared with the current amount of Internet data, the amount of data generated and consumed in 
the Metaverse will be hundreds of times higher than the current amount. Relying on high-speed, low 
latency, and multimodal characteristics, 5G networks have greatly changed the possibilities of Web 
3.0 applications. 5G networks can provide faster and more stable network services, support more new 
technologies, achieve the interconnection of everything, and greatly contribute to the transformation 
of Web 3.0. In the era of Web 3.0, the increase in the amount of task calculation results in local 
devices being unable to handle the corresponding computing tasks, while the cloud computing acts 
as solution of insufficiency in computing power (Tiwari, A., & Garg, R., 2022; Hussain., & Sayed., 
2021). However, cloud computing also generates problems like costs of data transmission, cloud 
storage cost, Internet access management and security (Al-Qerem, et al., 2020; Stergiou, et al., 2021). 
Therefore, finding a reasonable network resource allocation method is crucial to support 5G networks 
to provide high-quality user services.

As Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) emerges, the device-cloud architecture is transformed with 
device-edge-cloud, thus reducing latency accordingly. Additionally, computing task throughput is 
improved by the strategy of allocating 3 computing reasonably, thus better meeting to the users’ 
experience quality requirements can be better met and maximize economic benefits (Mychael, et al., 
2022). In MEC environments, if the number of concurrent users is large, edge base stations may be 
overloaded. MEC reduces server load through swarm intelligence collaboration technology. Group 
intelligence collaboration technology uses a large number of base stations to complete tasks that 
cannot be completed by a single base station. Edge servers can also collaborate to perform tasks to 
balance network load. However, swarm intelligence collaboration technology requires the use of a 
large number of devices, which is suitable for the case of a large number of user devices and a small 
storage capacity of a single device. In PSO, each bird is considered a particle, and the bird swarm 
is considered a particle swarm, and each particle is encoded as a task resource scheduler. The main 
goal of PSO is to find the optimal particle from the population after multiple iterations of updates, 
that is, the optimal task resource scheduling program.

Relying on the model of edge computing, a method of communication network based on network 
resource allocation is proposed with major innovations as below:

1)  Consider three network scenarios: local computing, offloading to MEC server in local area, and 
offloading within regional MEC server to build a multi-scenario task analysis mode. Aiming at 
optimizing delay in system computing and energy consumption, a mathematical model of strategic 
resource allocation for network computing is established to optimize the network operation state.

2)  Using the encoding-decoding mode to optimize and design particle swarm algorithm, which 
improves the computing efficiency of PSO algorithm’s computing efficiency, thus further 
optimizing the adaptation function of resource allocation model, realize the analysis on 
collaborative optimization of delay and energy consumption, which effectively support the 
efficient and stable operation of communication network.

2. RELATEd WORK

According to 2020 Cisco White Paper, it is expected that from 2018 to 2023, global Internet users 
will show a rising trend, with 6% annual growth rate. By 2023, there will be nearly 300 million apps 
downloaded on mobile devices worldwide, producing trillions of gigabytes of data every day.

In the future, 5G communication networks will have to face new requirements, such as more 
applications that require complex computing, lower the latency of task execution, lower device energy 
consumption and higher service quality. The above service applications all need the support of a 
reasonable and reliable computing resource allocation strategy (Daniel, et al., 2022).
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MEC utilizes servers deployed at network edge, thus providing computing and storage resources 
to users for enhancing the computing capabilities of user devices. Moreover, due to its “closeness” 
to the user or terminal devices, it can provide timely service response with minimal delay (Tang, & 
Hu., 2020; Jargis., et al., 2022). The advantages of MEC are: (1) Provide services to users through 
MEC server at the edge of network instead of remote cloud data centre, which greatly reduces the task 
transmission delay and transmission energy consumption (Wu, et al., 2021); (2) Minimize down and 
up network core traffic while saving a lot of bandwidth and better awareness in location and context, 
resulting in data security and privacy protection (Ge, et al., 2021).

After the network computing offloading scheme is determined, the terminal devices or terminal 
users offload tasks to MEC server based on the designed scheme. However, the server resources are 
limited (Wang, C., Feng, D., Zhang, S., et al., 2020), and how to allocate the limited MEC server 
resources is also a key issue.

Corresponding researches and analysis on the rational allocation of MEC resources. Ref. (Ren, 
& Xu., 2020) minimized the delay and energy consumption of file transmission under the constraints 
of given secure transmission conditions, and realizes the design of optimal codebook rate and the 
analysis of computing task allocation. Ref. (Yang, et al., 2019) took video and audio services as the 
background, enabling green MEC to achieve efficient resource allocation, reduce analysis energy 
consumption, and improve the average video bit rate of client. But single-user MEC system structure 
is the smallest and simplest system model. In a network environment, the coexistence of multiple 
users is the norm.

For MEC application scenario where multiple users coexist, scholars have carried out research 
on it. Ref. (Tao, et al., 2021) studied a multi-task MEC network with assistance of UAV considering 
the requirements of time-sensitive tasks. It effectively reduced energy consumption of IoT devices in 
total while meeting the needs of different types tasks. Ref. (Fan, et al., 2020) considered the scenarios 
covered by Wi-Fi and cellular networks, and combines linear programming with alternating techniques 
to effectively solve the non-convex problem of task offloading decision-making. This solution 
can greatly improve the system performance. In addition, Ref. (Zhang., & Du., 2020) considered 
reducing computing energy consumption and delay, and proposed a new learning algorithm using 
deep deterministic policy gradient and edge computing optimization offload algorithm based on 
candidate network optimization, this new learning algorithm is used for solving the uneven allocation 
of network resource. Ref. (Li., & Zhang., 2021) used genetic algorithm and divided-time-based 
resource allocation algorithm to search for optimal decisions to reduce cloud communication traffic.

However, it should be pointed out that most of current analysis methods are multi-user resource 
invocation research on a single MEC, and the introduction of adjacent MEC servers into communication 
network to be studied can more effectively improve the rationality of network resources. At the same 
time, optimizing and improving the solution algorithm based on mathematical model is an important 
guarantee for realizing the optimal allocation of network resources.

3. SySTEM MOdEL ANd OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM MOdELING

3.1 System Model
The communication network system model includes a Macro Base Station (MBS), M  cell base 
stations and V  users. Base stations and users are randomly distributed in the coverage area of MBS. 
The base stations and users are denoted as M i m= { , , , , }1 2 & & ,  and V j v= { , , , , , }1 2 & & . where 
i  represents MBS. i > 0  and j  represent cell base stations and users respectively.

MBS and cell base stations are deployed with MEC servers, providing users with computing 
offloading services. The computing task of user is denoted as D a b t

l l l l
= { , , }max , where a

l
 shows 

updated data amount to complete the computing task, including code, configuration files, etc.; t
l
max  

represents delay for task completion maximumly; b
l
 shows computing quantity required to process 
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each bit of data. This parameter may vary for different tasks and is available through the task profiler. 
In other words, h a b

l l l
=  computation is required to complete this computing task. In order to complete 

the computing task, users have freedom of local computing or offload the computing task to MBS 
or cell base station.

3.2 Communication Model
Based on the processing of MEC server, the amount of result data is very small and leads a huge 
gap with uploaded data amount, in the stage of task backhaul, delay and energy consumption are far 
less than the stage of task upload and execution, thus being ignored accordingly (Tri, et al., 2021). 
Model for communication just cares upload phrase of the task rather than temporary return phrase.

(1)  Communication between users in the cell and base station

In the cell, the user uploads tasks to MEC server via the channel of wireless uplink transmission. 
For the convenience of calculation, it is assumed that the spectrum is allocated orthogonally in the 
same cell, and there is no interference. Define user j  channel bandwidth as w

j
, then the uplink 

transmission rate is:

s w
p r

j j

j j= +log ( )
2 2
1

s
 (1)

where p
j
 represents the mobile user’s power in transmission j , r

j
 symbolizes channel gain between 

the mobile user j  and MBS, and s2  is Gaussian channel noise variance.
User device delay for transmission via uplink is:

Figure 1. Structure diagram of communication network system model
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T
B

sj

j

j

1 =  (2)

where B
j
 represents the task data size.

(2)  Inter-cell base station communication

The transmission of data forwarding between local- area-based MEC server and nearby-area-
based MEC server uses the two-way sided base stations with high speed of backhaul link, whose 
transmission is bidirectionally. While the research concern local-area-involved and nearby-area MEC 
server with data forwarding. Thus, here is an assumption: when e refers to rate of transmission within 
two base stations of places, guided by the backhaul link, delay for forwarding the two base stations 
with calculation task is:

T
B

ej

j2 =  (3)

3.3 Computing Model

Define f
j
 as mobile device computing power (CPU), in view of local devices, delay for computing 

task execution is:

T
G

fj

j

j

3 =  (4)

G
j
represents the amount of computing resources required to execute the task. Accordingly, required 

consumption of energy for computing tasks to execute on local devices is:

E G f G
j j j j j
3 27 210= = −l ( )  (5)

where l
j
 refers coefficient of energy consumption, which represents the energy consumed by mobile 

devices per CPU cycle. Define the energy consumption model as l
j j

f= −10 27( ) .
Considering the delay cost and cost for the execution of computing task in energy computing, 

m  is taken as delay in task execution parameter in preference, and h  as energy consumption for 
task execution parameter in preference, which meets µ η+ = 1 . Adjusted settings for preference 
parameter are done through types of tasks or users in specifically. Delay and energy consumption 
summarized in weight are computing tasks in execution costs, in total, local-device- based executing 
task calculation is:

Cost T E
j j j
3 3 3= +µ η  (6)
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(1)  Offload to the local area MEC server

In this network scenario, the user preferentially offloads tasks to MEC server, with local deploy 
based on cell macro station, thus processing the tasks, sending results to mobile devices. When 
source

j
is defined as the computing resources for local-based MEC server to assign tasks, its sum 

shall meet to constraint source source
j

j=
∑ ≤
1

max
, where source

max
 indicates available computing 

resources for local MEC server with maximum. Delay for task processing is:

T
G

sourcej

j

j

′ =4  (7)

The total delay of offloading tasks to MEC server in the local area refers to total delay for 
upload, processing, and download. Download delay could be ignored when it is too tiny. Thus, task 
offloading delay in total is:

T T T
j j j
4 3 4= + ′  (8)

As with task offloading, in idle state, device energy consumption could be ignored for simple 
calculations. Energy consumption in processing task offloading involves task uploading energy 
consumption from devices to local MEC server. Thus, requiring task offloading energy consumption as:

E pT p
G

fj j j j

j

j

4 3= =  (9)

where p
j
 refers mobile device power for transmission. In total, cost for offloading task to MEC 

server in local area is:

Cost T E
j j j
4 4 4= +µ η  (10)

According to equations (6) and (10), whether the offloading task via local MEC server improve 
tasks performances could be evaluated. When the cost from offloading tasks to local MEC server 
in system is lower than that of local-device-based computing task completion, it is good for the 
offloading task computing decision to the local MEC server, whose resources are limited. Thus, 
when too many users are using it in the same time, offloading tasks needs computing resources for 
local MEC servers will be exhausted for sure.

Hence, if offloading task amount is more than local-area-based MEC server in loading maximum, 
users can choose nearby MEC server to forward computing tasks and remain computing resources 
in server.

(2)  Offload to the nearby regional MEC server

It is defined that MEC server’ s computing resource allocation in the nearby area to tasks are 
source ¢ , thus task-based calculation of computing resources need to meet the constraint 
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source source
j

j

′ ≤ ′
=
∑
1

max
, where source ¢

max
 represents the available computing resources remained 

for nearby MEC servers. Thus, required delay for nearby MEC server in task processing is:

T
G

sourcej

j

j

5 =
′

 (11)

If user offloads computing tasks to MEC server near his place, to forward task data, additional 
delay is required due to the distance between two servers. Besides, delay for nearby MEC server 
for task offloading equals to the delay sum of uploading, forwarding and processing. Thus, task 
offloading delay in total is:

T T T T T T
j j j j j j
= + + + +1 2 3 4 5  (12)

Likewise, required energy consumption to offload tasks involves task uploading or E E
j j
= 4 . 

In total, offloading task costs to nearby regional MEC server is:

Cost T E
j j j
= +µ η  (13)

3.4 Problem definition
Important indicators of measuring performances of systems are delay and energy consumption (Chang, 
et al., 2022; Gao, et al., 2022). when the cell-based tasks in execution delay and energy consumption 
amount is taken as total cost for system execution, which optimizes decisions about offloading, 
location of bandwidth and computing resources, problem in optimization model is:

min ( ) ( )
,X Y j j j j j j j

j

J

Cost x Cost y Cost x y3 4

1

1 1− + − +
=
∑  

s tC source source

C source source

C sour

j
j

J

j

. . :

:

:

max

max

1

2 0

3

1

≤

≤ ≤
=
∑

cce source

C source source

C h H

j
j

J

j

j
j

′ ≤ ′

≤ ′ ≤ ′

≤

=

=

∑ max

max

max

:

:

1

1

4 0

5
JJ

j

j j

C h H

C x y

∑
≤ ′ ≤
∈

6 0

7 0 1

:

: , [ , ]
max

 (14)

where X ,Y  are the vector sets of offloading decisions x
j
 and y

j
 respectively. H  is the vector set of 

bandwidth resource allocation h
j
, and H

max
 is the total system communication bandwidth. source

j
, 

source
j
¢  are the computing resource allocation vector sets respectively, source

max
, source

j
¢  are the 

available maximum computing resource capacity provided by local-area and nearby- area MEC servers.
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Constraints C1 and C2 represent local region MEC server computing resource constraints. 
Constraints C3 and C4 represent nearby regional MEC server computing resource constraints. 
Constraints C5 and C6 represent system communication bandwidth resource constraints. Constraint 
C7 ensures that the offloading decisions x y

j j
,  are all [ , ]0 1  variables.

Since there are integer variables x y
j j
, [ , ]Î 0 1  and continuous variables h

j
, source

j
, source

j
¢ , 

and the variables are coupled, the problem is a MINLP problem. There are three ways to execute 
each task in the cell. When cell computing task number is N , the problem scale is 3N , and the 
computing complexity rises along with task number increase accordingly.

4. PROBLEM SOLVING ANd ALGORITHM dESIGN

4.1 Particle Encoding and decoding
It is encoded by combining the length of subtasks and the number of base stations, and the length of 
a single particle is a one-dimensional matrix whose length is twice the number of subtasks. From the 
first element to the last element in the matrix, every two elements represent the priority of subtask 
and the scheduling sequence number of base station, for example: {2,4,5,2,1,1}. From right to left, 
tasks with priority 2 are executed on the fourth base station, and tasks with priority 5 are executed 
on the second base station. A task with a priority of 1 is executed at the first base station. The higher 
the priority, the more preferentially it is offloaded to the execution edge cloud. Meanwhile, try to 
make each edge base station call evenly.

During decoding, the order of subtasks executed at the edge base station is extracted from particles, 
and the execution time of each subtask before the execution of each subtask at edge base station and the 
execution time of subtasks adjacent to its parent task are comprehensively considered. The execution 
time is arranged for each subtask in order of priority, and the execution time is as early as possible.

The update formula of particles is adapted to optimize problems in continuous variables. Thus, 
some optimizations are made to solve non-integer- optimized discontinuous variables. The main 
method is to round each variable in the particle to the nearest integer. Because the variation range 
of each variable has a certain limit, a circular strategy is designed with the limit value as the radius. 
When the variable exceeds this radius, use gradient descent to bring the variable back within the limits.

4.2 Fitness Function
User attribute (user): the number of users V , user serial number j V= ( , , , , )1 2 3 & , each user contains 
k  tasks, k Q= ( , , , , )1 2 3 , and the user j  can represent

user Z Z
j j j jk
= { , , ,Z }

1 2
&  (15)

Each task contains w  subtasks, w W= { , , , , }1 2 3 , then the k  task of j  user can be represented by

Z z z z W
jk jk jk jk
= { , , , , , , }1 2  (16)

The subtasks are as follows:

z r s t
jk w jkw jkw jkw, max,

, ,= { }  (17)
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where r
jkw

 represents the data volume of subtask, s
jkw

 represents the unit data energy consumption 
of subtask, and t

jkwmax,
 represents the maximum delay for the completion of subtask.

Local device ( )ge : geb
j
 represents the energy consumption of devices where the j  user is 

located to transmit unit data, and gec
j
 represents the energy consumption of devices where the j  

user is located to process the unit data. n
jkw

 indicates whether the w  subtask in the k  task of j  user 
needs to be offloaded to processing edge cloud. n

jkw
Î [ , ]0 1 , 0 means that the subtask is processed 

locally, and 1 means that it is offloaded to edge base station for processing.
Edge Base Station (BS): M  refers to base station amount, that is i M= ( , , , , )1 2 3 & , and e

BS i,
 

represents the per unit of energy consumption for data processing by the i  algorithm based on edge 
base station.

Channel (CH): The number N , the spectral bandwidth and bandwidth of each channel are SB , 
the signal-to-noise power is s2 , and the channel transmission unit data energy consumption e

ij
. 

Channel transmission unit data energy consumption e , user j  and base station i  channel gain l
ij

, 
there is channel multiplexing. u

jkw
 represents the influence factor of surrounding environment when 

the w  subtask uses the s  channel to transmit data, d NÎ .
Referring to the formula proposed by Shannon, rate of transmission of data uplink in any subtask 

is as follows

d SB geb u
ikw
j

j ij ikw
j= + +* log ( * / ( ))

2
21 λ σ  (18)

Then the task data uplink transmission rate of k  task of j  user is as follows:

d d
ij jkw ikw

j

w

W

=
=
∑ n *
1

 (19)

n
jkw

 can filter out subtasks that are not offloaded to edge base stations. In total, subtask offloading 
with consumption to the edge cloud equals to energy consumption for data transmission and the task 
processing, as shown in equation (20):

e e geb r d s e
jkw ij j jkw ikw jkw BS i
= +* * / *

,
 (20)

At this time n
jkw

= 1 , the power consumption of subtasks that are not offloaded to edge base 
station is as equation (21):

e s gec
jkw jkw j

= *  (21)

At this time n
jkw

= 0 , then in total, energy consumption of k  task of user j  is shown in equations 
(22) and (23):

e e e
ij jkw

w

w

jkw
w

w

= +
= =
∑ ∑
1 1

1 2

 (22)
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w w w
1 2
+ =  (23)

Considering the limited resources and task-related requirements of edge base stations, equations 
(19), (22) and (23) should satisfy equations (24) and (25):

r d t
jkw ikw jkw
/

max,
£  (24)

geb gec
j j
  (25)

To sum up, the fitness functions are f d
ij1

= max( )  and f e
ij2

= min( ) . for improving algorithm 
performance, the author modifies to f d e

ij ij
= − +max( ) min( ) .

4.3 Improved PSO Solution Steps
The determining factors of particle swarm speed update mainly include three parts: the first part is 
mainly its own original speed, which can also be called “inertial effect”. The second part is mainly 
about the optimal location of one’s own memory, which can also be called “cognitive influence”. The 
third part is mainly the optimal location of all particle memories, which can also be called “social 
influence”. Finally, the particle with swarm is for offloading computing.

Algorithm 1 is an offloading process based on PSO algorithm.
Input: 
1) Local task set N n n n

k
= { , , , }

1 2
 , MEC server set M m m m

i
= { , , , }

1 2
 , 

channel gain matrix H .
2) Algorithm control parameters: particle swarm size V = 30, 
iteration number maxGen = 120 . The speed boundary s

max
 is twice 

more than MEC servers, and the location boundary i
max

 refers to MEC 

servers. Learning factor c
1
1 3= . , c

2
1 3= . , inertia factor x = 0 5. , 

penalty factor k = × −1 0 10 2 5. . .
Output: 
The optimal fitness function fitness( ).

Initialization: 
1) Initialize the random position r

k
 and velocity v

k
 of each 

particle, where k  represents the k  particle.
2) fitness value initialization: using local task set K , MEC 
service period set M  and the channel gain matrix H  to calculate 
the delay and energy consumption 
3) Initialize the optimal distribution of particles and the 
optimal global distribution: set particle position as allocation 
of optimal task scheme p

best
 individually, thus taking group 

optimal allocation scheme g
best

 with the smallest fitness value 
Iterative calculation: 
4) Let the number of iterations be t = 0
5) while t Gen£ max
a) Speed update. Using particle dimension individually to update 
the velocity X k[ ], when it is more than v

max
, let X k v[ ]

max
= , the 

updated equation is: 
5)while t Gen£ max
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X k X k c rand p V k c rand g V k
best best

[ ] * [ ] * ()( [ ]) * ()( [ ])= + − + −x
1 2

 (26)

where, rand() is a random number from 0 to 1.
b) Update location with independent dimension in particle with 
V k[ ], when V k[ ] position is greater than p

max
, let V k p[ ]

max
= . The 

update equation for particle position is:

V k V k X k[ ] [ ] [ ]= +  (27)

c) Update the optimal distribution of particles and global optimal 
distribution. If the value of updated fitness is lower than that 
of the current fitness, optimal allocation scheme  p

best
  of the 

particle g
best

 and the optimal fitness function fitness( ).

d) t t= +1 
6) End 
Output result: 
7) Obtain the optimal distribution vector V k g

best
[ ]=  and the optimal 

fitness function fitness( ).

8) When optimal solution is dissatisfied, step 1 follows. Finally, 
by means of centralized control, v j M

j
( , , , )= =1 2 0  puts the task 

into local devices for execution, and v i i M
k
= =( , , , )1 2  puts the 

task into MEC server corresponding to the number i  for execution.

5. EXAMPLE VERIFICATION ANd RESULT dISCUSSION

The algorithm mentioned in chapter also uses Python language for simulation experiments to prove 
the superiority of the resource allocation method in the proposed algorithm. The experiment evaluates 
and analyzes the performance of the proposed algorithm by changing relevant parameters.

In the scenario of MEC system simulation with multiple users and cells, located in central cell 
1, the MBS is deployed with an MEC server, and the coverage radius of MBS is 750m. two- regional 
MBSs connected via backhaul link have rate of forwarding at 15MB/s. Setting distribution of mobile 
devices to cell at amount of 25 100  Bandwidth of the system communication is 50MHz, available 
computing resources for local MEC server at maximum is 15GHz to 110GHz.

Task data size and computing resource amount both obey a normal distribution. The user’s 
preference parameters for both delay and energy consumption are set to 0.5, as summarized in the 
research, the simulated parameters are shown in Tab. 1.

To discusse the proposed resource allocation method, the simulation verification under different 
user access numbers is firstly implemented. Figure 2 shows the system cost as a function of number 
of iterations.

In Figure 2, in system cost, there is a gradual decrease in the iterative process of the method. 
Through limited iteration amount, it transfers to be stable. Thus, the algorithm constantly generating 
new solutions with feasibility and jump-out-of local state at optimal, reducing system cost accordingly. 
Besides, the convergence of proposed algorithm convergence and device number are in line with 
each other.

Figure 3 shows average task completion time compared with the number of users under different 
numbers of edge servers.
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From Figure 3, when users’ number is small, the computing resources when MEC is 5 is sufficient. 
At this time, improving the computing power of MEC has little effect, and MEC suits to requirements 
on computing tasks of mobile devices. As the number of users gains substantial increase, the effect 
of increasing the computing power of MEC becomes more and more obvious. When users’ number 
rises to 300, completion time for task with 5 edge servers and MEC of 15 are already 30 seconds 

Table 1. Resource allocation simulation parameter table

Item Details

Number of mobile devices 25, 50, 75, 100

System communication bandwidth

Mobile device transmit power

Wireless channel gain

Gaussian channel noise 2 5 10 12. × − W

Computing resources of local nearby MEC server at maximum

Maximum computing resources of MEC server in the nearby area

Mobile device computing power

task data size

Task computing resources

Data transfer rate between base stations

Number of particles in the algorithm

Inertia weighting factor

Acceleration constant

Maximum number of iterations

Figure 2. Algorithm operation overhead
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apart. When there are increases in users’ number, the difference in the average completion time of 
tasks between different numbers of edge servers becomes larger and larger. When the number of users 
increases, edge servers increase and effectively reduce the average task completion time.

Furthermore, Reference (Fan, et al., 2020) and Reference (Zhang., & Du., 2020) are for 
comparative analysis, and the proposed allocation algorithm runs in the same environment to the 
verification of proposed algorithm in optimizing its performance. Figure 4 compares users’ task 
completion time in different methods averagely.

In Figure 4, it shows the method proposed by the paper can effectively reduce the task completion 
time. When users reach to 500, algorithm proposed in the paper can realize data analysis within 44s, 

Figure 3. The average task completion time under different number of edge servers

Figure 4. The average completion time of tasks under different methods
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which is about 16s and 32s shorter than the (Fan, et al., 2020) and (Zhang., & Du., 2020). Besides, the 
edge server cannot complete all the computing tasks within the specified time, the computing tasks 
are queued up. Therefore, in average, completion time for users to finish the task of three algorithms is 
on the rise with the growth of the number of users. The reason is that the proposed method integrates 
multi-scenario task offloading methods such as device execution and offloading locally to MEC server, 
and offloading to the nearby area MEC server, which greatly improves the rationality of network task 
computing allocation. The comparison method does not involve the integrated analysis of multiple 
computing scenarios, and the computing model is relatively simple and single.

In addition, this paper sets mobile device number of the system to 50 for offloading task number 
based on different methods in multi-computing scenarios. Figure 5 shows the amount of offloading 
tasks based on different algorithms with individual execution mode.

Figure 5 shows offload task amount of algorithms for local device, local-area and nearby regional 
MEC servers, whose number of computing tasks of proposed method are 5, 17 and 28 respectively. 
More computing task offloading are to the nearby MEC servers, saving energy and reducing latency. 
However, the comparison method only implements task allocation on the local device and local MEC 
server, which will result delay and energy consumption in large amount. The Figure 4 also shows the 
disadvantage of comparison method in computing efficiency. In this paper, adjacent MEC servers 
are introduced into the model building to participate in network resource allocation and to optimize 
and improve PSO algorithm, thus improving network resource allocation quality and achieve the 
maximum and optimal satisfaction of network user service requirements.

In addition, this paper also conducts corresponding research on the energy consumption of resource 
allocation methods. Figure 6 shows the energy consumption of algorithm under different algorithms.

Figure 6 indicates interaction of energy consumption of different methods and the users’ number. 
The increase in users’ number increases energy consumption. Owing to coding system, which 
optimizes PSO algorithm, and the improved adaptation function of algorithm, the optimization and 
convergence of proposed algorithm can be effectively enhanced, and the optimization of network 
resource allocation can be achieved. When users reach to 150, energy consumption calculation is 
132.4J, which is smaller than the comparison method. When users is 450, the method used in the 
paper can still maintain a low energy consumption, and the computing cost is 198.5J, which is 114.1J 
and 129.7J lower than those in (Fan, et al., 2020) and (Zhang., & Du., 2020).

Figure 5. Resource allocation under different methods
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6. CONCLUSION

For 5G communication network, a method with resource allocation and basis of edge computing is proposed. 
The method integrates three computing modes: local device computing, local MEC server computing and 
adjacent MEC server computing to construct a multi-scenario edge computing model, which can satisfy 
the rationality of resource allocation methods. Besides, the encoding-decoding mode is used to optimize 
PSO algorithm, it further supports the communication network to achieve reasonable resource allocation. 
Results simulation indicate the feasibility of this method in ensuring the full use of network resources 
and support the efficient operation of communication network, and it has good infrastructure support 
significance for accelerating the transformation and landing of Metaverse and Web 3.0.

However, the proposed strategy also has some limitations:

1)  At present, the research on MEC system is only in the theoretical stage. Due to the limitation 
of experimental conditions, this paper fails to comprehensively and practically concern various 
factors of environment, and it is only verified by simulation experiments. In future study, algorithm 
verification combined with the real MEC system platform to further improve our proposed 
strategy should be implemented.

2)  The proposed model focuses more on resource utilization and real-time network response, while 
neglecting the privacy of user data. In the era of Web 3.0, data privacy will be highly valued. 
Therefore, in the next work, blockchain and Federated learning technologies will be introduced 
into the designed architecture, effectively solving the privacy problem of user data on the 
premise of ensuring reliable network service performance, which will better meet the needs of 
the Metaverse and Web 3.0 era.

Conflicts of interest: Not applicable.
Availability of data and material: Not applicable.
Code availability: Not applicable.
Funding statement: This work was not supported by any found projects.

Figure 6. Computing energy consumption under different methods
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